
Defending Cases Against Contract 
Air Traffic Control Providers

By Ed Booth, Jr.

History of Contract Air Traffic 
Control Services in the United 
States

In 1982, Congress authorized the FAA to 
begin a pilot program to contract for air traf-

fic control services for five visual flight rule 
towers that were closed as a result of the 
controller strike in August, 1981. On August 
3, 1981 nearly 13,000 air traffic controllers 
went on strike after lengthy negotiations with 
the Federal Government. Controllers were 
seeking a pay raise, a shorter workweek and 
a better retirement package. 
 Later that day, President Ronald Reagan 
declared the striking air-traffic controllers in 
violation of the law, and if they did not report 
to work within 48 hours their jobs would be 
terminated. In one of the defining moments 
of his presidency, Reagan carried out his 
threat. President Reagan also issued an 
order banning the striking controllers from 
ever being rehired by the FAA. The nation’s 
air traffic control system remained in opera-
tion using supervisors and controllers not 
participating in the strike, as well as military 
controllers. The prohibition on rehiring any 
air traffic controller who went on strike was 
repealed 12 years later in an order signed 
by President Clinton on August 12, 1993. 
 It can be argued that the current FAA 
contract to tower program is a child of the 
strike, born out of staffing shortages and a 
desperate need to control costs.

Overview of the FAA Contract 
Tower Program
 Twenty-five years after its inception 
in 1982, more than 233 airports are now 

participating in the contract tower program. 
These are all visual flight rule “VFR” airports.  
Visual flight rule airports typically have 
instrument approaches, although during 
instrument meteorological conditions their 
control authority extends only to issuing 
clearances for operations on runways and 
taxiways, as well as the dissemination of 
flight and weather data. Under instrument 
meteorological conditions, aircraft operating 
within the air space of a VFR Contract Tower 
are provided radar control and separation 
services by an associated FAA Radar Ap-
proach Control Facility. 
 Significant cost savings result from this 
arrangement. During 2002, the average cost 
to operate a fully funded FAA Contract VFR 
Tower was $365,608.00, while the average 
cost to operate an FAA-Staffed VFR Tower 
was $1,741,935.00. 
 As of 2007, 233 airports in 46 states par-
ticipate in FAA’s Contract Tower Program, 
representing 45% of all control towers in the 
country. 

Air Traffic Control Contractors in 
the United States
 There are currently four private contrac-
tors operating VFR Air Traffic Control Towers 
in the United States: 

• Dynamic Science Inc. 8433 N. Black 
Canyon Hwy, Suite 200 Phoenix, AZ 
85021 (281) 484-3912, Samuel.gilbert@
exodyne.com 

• Midwest ATC Services 7285 West 132nd 
St., Suite 340 Overland Park, KS 66213 
(913) 782-7082 ShaneLC@att.net 

• Robinson Aviation (RVA) 9998 Wakeman 
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“Read Back”

This publication of Vectors is going to combine what was 
done over the course of our June and September 2009 

meetings and the Certification Review Class the committee 
held in January 2010. Besides the excellent quality of mate-
rial presented at the meetings there were also a number of 
“firsts” experienced by the committee.
 Our first, “first” was at our June meeting in Orlando in 
conjunction with the Bar’s annual convention. Approximately 
two years ago the committee lead by then chairman Greg 
Popp and committee member Jerry Trachtman began the 
process of endowing a scholarship in the name of Embry-
Riddle Aeronautical University (ERAU) graduate and at-
torney Eilon Krugman-Kadi who lost his life in an accident 
at the TICO airshow in 2007 in his L-39. 
 When I say began the process, I mean the paperwork 
agreement was signed between the committee and the 
University and our committee members began donating 
funds. After the scholarship met the endowment threshold, 
it actually lost part of its funds due to investment issues re-
lated to the market; however, the committee was resolute to 
give a scholarship at this meeting. As committee leadership 
and ERAU employee, I worked closely with ERAU’s Maxine 
Sowinski, who coordinating other university departments 
pertaining to the specifics as to the committee’s requests 
and ERAU’s requirements. 
 Ultimately, everything was done, including ERAU rep-
resentative, Chris Lambert bringing the recipient, Jeffry A. 
Alvarado, a senior in the Aeronautical Science Department, 
not only to the meeting but also to lunch with Eilon’s fam-
ily members and the committee Chair, Harry Lee Coe IV, 
Jerry Trachtman and me. Lynda McMullen-Boyce and her 
and Eilon’s five-year-old daughter, Hana McMullen-Kadi 
represented Eilon’s family. Along with the funds, which 
were credited to his student account, Jeffry was presented 
a plaque as the scholarship’s first recipient. All this was 
memorialized in The Florida Bar News in the August edition. 
(The actual article that was published and a photograph, 
which unfortunately, did not make it into the News is pub-
lished herein.)
 The meeting also included presentations by Ed “Skip” 
Booth on “Defending Cases Against Contract Traffic Control 
Providers,” (included herein) and Charles Morgenstein on 
the FAA’s Use/Abuse of Determining Emergency Revoca-
tion Power. Charles’ topic included a historical perspective 
of the initial legislation giving rise to the FAA and ended with 
practical and personal examples of the FAA overstepping 
it regulatory authority in enforcement actions.
 We ended the meeting by honoring our out-going Chair, 

Harry Lee Coe IV with a very unique airplane propeller with 
a commemorative plate attached.
 Our next “first” was at our September meeting. The ven-
ue, in this case, was a first for the committee as the meeting 
was hosted by Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University in 
Daytona Beach. As the university is located on the Daytona 
Beach International Airport, it afforded our membership the 
opportunity to fly in and park on the Embry ramp. Prior to 
the meeting, there was also a walking tour including the Col-
lege of Aviation building, the Flight Line Operation and the 
Simulator Building. There were also welcoming comments 
by Dr. Tim Brady, Dean of the College of Aviation, and Dr. 
Dan Macchiarella, Department Chair of the Aeronautical 
Science Department.
 Another “first” associated with this meeting was the 
announcement that the committee is going to pursue the 
development of our own website. Vice Chair Dan Anderson 
volunteered to head up the effort and passed out an example 
of proposed home page. I am pleased to announce that as 
of December, the website is up and running and besides 
being visually aesthetic, it is vocationally applicable as it 
contains a host of aviation resource links. You will find an 
announcement regarding the link to the site in this issue. 
 Our presenters included Jim Zeiler, Operations Super-
visor for the Daytona Beach Tower, who discussed in his 
presentation called “The View From the Tower,” the airspace 
and airport associated with the Daytona TRACON. He 
included typical controller/pilot communication, interaction 
and confrontations associated with the air traffic control 
environment. The presentation concluded with a look at 
the FAA’s NexGen initiative.
 Jerry Trachtman spoke next and gave us an overview 
of Tort Liability in Outer Space: “What Every Space Tourist 
Should Know.” Including some very enlightening video of 
proposed aircraft and those currently being flown, Jerry 
discussed current federal and state regulations pertaining 
to what is proposed to be an emerging industry.
 The last presentation was “Training Rotorwing Pilots for 
the Future,” by Greg Popp, Business Develop Manager, 
Bristow Academy, in Titusville, Florida. As part of his pre-
sentation Greg gave an overview of Bristow as a corpora-
tion and discussed their national and international training 
capabilities. He also included a video showcasing helicopter 
operations associated with those Bristow has trained for 
active military service.
 Our next meeting will be in conjunction with the Bar’s 
June annual convention in Boca Raton at the Boca Raton 
Resort and Club. I hope to see you there.

By S.V.(Steve) Dedmon
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Committee to Meet 
in Conjunction With 
Florida Bar Annual 

Convention
The next meeting of the Aviation Law 

Committee will be Friday June 25, 2010 
from 2:00 - 5:00 p.m. at the Boca Raton 

Resort & Club, in Boca Raton, Fla.

Aviation Law Committee Presents First
Eilon Krugman-Kadi Scholarship

(L-R): Hana McMullen-Kadi, Lynda McMullen-
Boyce, Jeffry Alvarado, and Jerry Trachtman.  
(Photograph supplied by S.V. (Steve) 
Dedmon.)

On June 26, 2009 the Aviation Law 
Committee presented the first 

Eilon Krugman-Kadi Memorial Scholar-
ship to Jeffry Alvarado.  Jeffry, a senior 
in the College of Aviation at Embry-
Riddle Aeronautical University (ERAU) 
in Daytona Beach, was chosen by the 
University to receive the scholarship 
based on his academic performance 
as well as financial need.  
 The scholarship was established by 
the Aviation Law Committee to honor 
Gainesville attorney and long-time 
committee member, Eilon Krugman-
Kadi.  It was endowed through ERAU, 
Eilon’s undergraduate alma mater, after 
he lost his life while performing aerobat-
ics in his L-39 jet at an airshow in 2007. 
Eilon was well known as an accom-

plished attorney, and an experienced 
and respected aviator who exemplified 

the utmost professionalism, as well as 
an enthusiastic member and past chair 
of the Aviation Law Committee. 
 The scholarship was endowed over 
the last two years by the members 
of the committee who wanted Eilon’s 
legacy, to live on through a scholarship 
endowed in his honor.  In addition to 
making the scholarship presentation, 
the committee hosted a lunch with 
committee members and members of 
Eilon’s family.  Representing the fam-
ily were Eilon’s long-time companion, 
Lynda McMullen-Boyce and their five-
year-old daughter Hana McMullen-
Kadi.
 As an endowed scholarship, the 
committee looks forward to awarding 
it on a yearly basis.

Be a contributor to this 
newsletter!

For more information, 
or to submit comments 

and articles, contact 
Steve Dedmon at:

stephen.dedmon@erau.
edu

Get in on the “action!
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We all know that traveling by the 
airlines is the fastest and most ef-

ficient way to get where we want to go, 
but occasionally things can and do go 
wrong. Airline passengers become poorly 
treated captives when a departing flight 
sits on the tarmac and does not depart, 
or an arriving flight sits on the tarmac 
and does not deplane. Until recently, the 
traveling public had no way to hold the 
airlines accountable. Take heart, weary 
travelers, help is on the horizon.
 Recognizing that airline passengers 
have rights (an astounding revelation), 
the Department of Transportation has 
published new rules entitled, “Enhanced 
Protection for Airline Passengers” (14 
CFR Part 259). The stated purpose of 
the new rules “is to mitigate hardships 
for airline passengers during lengthy 
tarmac delays and otherwise to bolster 
air carriers’ accountability to consum-
ers.” The rules become effective April 
30, 2010, and provide in part:
• For domestic flights, airlines must 
not permit an aircraft to remain on the 
tarmac for more than three hours un-
less there is a safety or security related 
reason. For international flights, the 
airline sets the number of hours itself.
• For all flights, airlines must provide 

adequate food and water no later than 
2 hours after the aircraft leaves the gate 
(departure) or touches down (arrival) 
if the aircraft remains on the tarmac, 
unless there is a safety or security 
related reason.
• For all flights, airlines must pro-
vide adequate lavatory facilities and 
medical attention if needed, while 
the aircraft remains on the tarmac.
 Failure to comply with the new 
rules is deemed to be an unfair and 
deceptive trade practice that is sub-
ject to enforcement by the Depart-
ment of Transportation. 
 From a passenger’s perspective, 
the new rules provide a welcome re-
lief. Perhaps predictably, the airlines 
claim the new rules are inconsistent 
with the goal of completing as many 
flights as possible. James May, pres-
ident and CEO of the Air Transport 
Association, which represents the 
major U.S. airlines, issued a state-
ment in response to the new rules, 
claiming there will be more canceled 
flights and greater passenger incon-
venience if aircraft have to return to 
the gates within a three hour window 
or face significant fines. After April 
30, 2010, we will find out if the new 

rules are a blessing or a curse to 
airline passengers.

Jerry Trachtman is a graduate of 
Penn State University and the Uni-
versity of Florida School of Law. He 
concentrates his practice on plaintiff’s 
personal injury and aviation law. Mr. 
Trachtman served on The Florida Bar 
Aviation Law Certification Committee 
from 2002 – 2008, and was chairman 
of the committee from 2006 - 2007. 
He is Board Certified in Aviation Law 
by The Florida Bar Board of Legal 
Education and Specialization and has 
served as chairman of The Florida Bar 
Aviation Law Committee, the National 
Transportation Safety Board Bar As-
sociation (founding member), and the 
Lawyer-Pilots Bar Association. He can 
be reached at, the Law Offices of Jerry 
H. Trachtman, P.A. 1735 West Hibiscus 
Boulevard, Suite 300 Melbourne, FL 
32901, Telephone: (321) 723-8281, 
Facsimile (321) 394-4033 or by E-mail 
at jtrachtman@trachtman-law.com.

Photo: Airplanes waiting to takeoff 
at Miami International Airport. Im-
age available at: www.gettyimages.
com/.../200392907-001/Photodisc

Time To Spare? Go By Air
By Jerry Trachtman

Twin Cities-Bound Passengers Stranded on Tarmac at JFK For 6 Hours
“It was a nightmare,” said one passenger. “I pleaded with an airline representative to let the

passengers off until we could depart,” said the pilot.

Passengers Stranded Overnight on the Tarmac
“I felt imprisoned for five and a half hours; I wish I would have been cogent enough to go to a

flight attendant and say we need to go into the terminal for chairs, light, food and drink,”
said a passenger.

Passengers Stranded on a Plane Are Really Stuck
Passengers on a flight to Cancun wait eight and a half hours to take off, then the flight is canceled.
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An Airplane’s Journey Home
By S.V. (Steve) Dedmon

There are only so many 
“firsts” in one’s life. For 

the aviator, the first flight, 
stall, solo, cross- country, 
flight in instrument condi-
tions, successful instrument 
approach-well you get the 
picture. The older I get, the 
number of first opportunities 
decline. This is rightfully so 
as experience becomes the 
new standard. My challenge 
is to look for new occasions 
to do something for the first 
time. However, sometimes, 
despite my best efforts, the 
best first opportunities find 
me. 
 T. Higbee Embry and John Paul 
Riddle founded what later became 
Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University 
(ERAU) in 1925 as the Embry-Riddle 
Company (ERC).1 The company, which 
owned two Curtiss Jennies, became 
a distributor of WACO aircraft for the 
Advanced Aircraft Company of Troy, 
Ohio.2 The WACO Aircraft Company 
was the leading aircraft manufacturer 
of civilian aircraft in the U. S. from 
1928-1935.3 Beginning in 1921 as the 
Weaver Aircraft Company in Lorain, 
Ohio, they moved to Troy in 1924 and 
became the Advance Aircraft Company 
but kept the WACO logo. In 1929, the 
company changed the name to the 
WACO Aircraft Company.4 The key to 
this story is the purchase of WACO 
ASO Model 10, Serial #10, on Sep-
tember 28, 1928 by the Embry-Riddle 
Company.5 . 
 About a year ago, Jeff Davis, Direc-
tor of Development for the College of 
Aviation at ERAU heard from Profes-
sor Rob Owen regarding an airplane 
with historical ties to the University.6 
Jeff then made contact and visited the 
airplane’s owner C.W. Dawson regard-
ing its status, original ownership, and 
the possibility of securing it for the 
University. However, for a variety of 
reasons the initial talks stalled, so to 
speak.7 Yet, sometimes, things are just 
meant to be and this was one of those 
things. In late May or early June, in a 

conversation between Dr. Frank Ayers, 
Chair of ERAU’s Flight Department and 
Jeff, Frank mentioned the University 
was interested into looking for an air-
plane previously associated with the 
University. Jeff immediately mentioned 
the WACO and the discussions with Mr. 
Dawson. In ensuing discussions, mem-
bers of the ERAU leadership decided 
ownership of the airplane would be a 
worthwhile investment for the Univer-
sity. The leaders of the university based 
this on the historical appeal as a legacy 
ERC and ERAU airplane.8 The “firsts” 
were about to begin in earnest.
 The issue adding me to the equation 
was that the WACO was not only in pris-
tine condition but airworthy as well. So 
to move the aircraft from its Indiantown 
Florida home airport to ERAU located 
on the Daytona Beach International 
Airport, someone would have to fly it. 
 The first inkling I had that university 
officials were considering me to fly the 
plane to Daytona came in an e-mail. It 
was one of those e-mails that are not 
just one, but a series, the last directed to 
me. It seemed my name surfaced based 
on the fact I own a 1942 Stearman and 
what is fourteen years difference in age 
when you are talking about airplanes 
with two wings, two open cockpits and 
a radial engine? The point was to ask if 
I would be interested. My response was 
of course, with the caveat being I would 
need a complete checkout as flying this 

WACO would be a “first.” 
 The next step was to 
schedule a conference call 
to arrange for us to discuss 
the logistics associated 
with me flying to Indiantown 
along with a pre-purchase 
team of personnel from 
ERAU’s maintenance de-
partment. A few days later, 
I called Dr. Tim Brady, Dean 
of the College of Aviation 
to discuss the particulars 
along Frank and Jeff. By the 
end of the conversation we 
had covered the flight down, 
the inspection, my checkout 
and the return flight. The 

plan had come together. In a follow 
up e-mail, as the University would be 
insuring the plane and I would be the 
only named pilot, they required I fill out 
an insurance questionnaire. As I had 
just put together the numbers for my 
own insurance company, there was 
not much to it except I had to provide 
a complete work history, one of those 
“firsts” for me.
 Heard the one about the best-laid 
plans? Well, what happened next in 
the form of new information, brought 
about a new set of challenges. Seems 
in all the excitement, everyone took 
for granted two cockpits equaled 
two complete set of instruments and 
controls, which was not the case. The 
next phone call I got informed me of 
such and asked how could we handle 
it. Thinking and talking it through, I 
concluded I could talk to Mr. Dawson, 
then fly with him, taxi the plane solo, 
and then fly it. The worst case scenario 
was my preparation would be extended 
but the end result was a New Plan, but 
no problem. 
 OK, new plan, but there was a 
problem as the University was not 
comfortable with the no dual control 
instruction issue. The new, New Plan, 
would be for the pre-purchase team of 
Lyle Sunderland and Fred Mirgle to fly 
down and if everything checked out, 
Jeff would contact me and I would make 
arrangements to fly with a pilot he had 

Continued on next page

1941 WACO UPF-7 N30199. Photo supplied by Lenny Ohlsson
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found that owned a WACO 
UPF-7 (-7). The team verified 
the condition of the plane, the 
originality of the paperwork, 
then Jeff called me and I 
called Lenny Ohlsson.
 Lenny Ohlsson owns and 
operates Spruce Creek Fly-In 
Realty located on the exclu-
sive private Spruce Creek 
Airport (7FL6) located six 
nautical miles southwest of 
Daytona Beach. He is a retired 
Suffolk County New York law 
enforcement officer, member 
of EAA Chapter 288, long 
distance WACO cross-county 
pilot,9 and a genuinely nice 
guy. After my initial introductory phone 
call, he said come on down and he 
would introduce me to flying a WACO. 
In our phone conversation he told me 
the WACO had its own peculiarities. 
My nature is such that I never take for 
granted any airplane that can make me 
look incredibly inept, so his statement 
coupled with saying he knew two Stea-
rman pilots who had ground looped a 
WACO put me on high alert. 
 I met Lenny the next morning at his 
Spruce Creek office, which faces an ac-
tive taxiway. Lenny’s office also doubles 
as a hangar for not only his 1941 UPF-
7, but also a J-3 and Grumman Tiger 
along with a myriad of airplane parts 
and aviation memorabilia. A bit of trivia 
regarding his WACO is that Paul Pober-
ezny helped rebuild the plane between 
1958 and 1962.10 Lenny has a picture 
of its first start with Paul holding a fire 
extinguisher. After some ground school 
covering some differences between the 
-7 and the Stearman, details such as 
tailwheel steering, the configuration of 
the rudders and brakes, and landing 
gear, it was off to the plane and a series 
of “firsts.”
 After Lenny deftly removed the -7 
from the hangar with his golf cart, he 
did the preflight all the while talking me 
trough it. He then directed me to get 
in the back seat and we went through 
the start-up procedure. Mixture rich, 
two, pumps of the throttle, about three 
shots of prime, throttle cracked, hit the 

starter, let the propeller go through 
about three blades then magnetos on 
both, then catch the starting engine with 
the throttle, get it running, check for oil 
pressure and keep it running. Pretty 
much this is standard round engine 
starting except the starter was a foot 
starter, a “first” for me. I did remark it 
reminded me of my 1941 Willis Jeep, 
the difference being the use of the right 
foot in the plane, left foot in the jeep. 
 What happened next was also a 
“first” as Lenny, standing outside the 
cockpit, told me to taxi around and get 
the feel of it. My response was, “aren’t 
you going with me?” to which he said, 
“No,” then added, “Just don’t run out 
of gas.” Whether it was that I have a 
face anyone can trust or Lenny has an 
extremely trusting nature, I have never 
been offered someone’s airplane after 
only forty minutes of conversation, 
without him or her being in it. Actually, I 
believe it was Lenny’s nature more than 
anything I had or had not done. It may 
be common place for some, but it was 
the first time it had happened to me, that 
he would trust me with his pride and joy, 
especially considering the nature of the 
airplane and what can be considered 
peculiar handling characteristics. Lenny 
is just that kind of person.
 Taxiing the -7 was pretty standard 
if I used more braking than would one 
more familiar with the airplane. Any 
time I began a turn, if I did not offer up 
a hefty dose of the opposite rudder im-

mediately, it would have to be 
corrected using the brakes. 
Or I would run out of rudder 
authority. If that happened, it 
also took a bit of power to get 
some wind over the rudder to 
help it out. Once I got the feel 
for leading a turn and leading 
the recovery, things began to 
work better. As my Stearman 
has a steerable tailwheel al-
lowing for less rudder input, 
the -7 took some getting 
used to. 
 Another one of those “firsts” 
I had to deal with was the 
position of the brakes. They 
were above the rudder ped-

als, but were not on top of them. As 
opposed to most conventional brakes 
that work as a result of putting pressure 
on the top of the rudder pedals, the 
-7 has rudder pedals and a separate 
brake pedal above the rudder. Due to 
their positioning, I actually got my toes 
caught between the space between the 
rudder and the brake pedal. It was not 
a serious issue, but definitely got my 
attention the first time it happened, just 
as Lenny warned me. 
 My taxi practice included S-turns so 
I could see straight ahead, 360 degree 
turns to the left and right and some 
relatively high speed straight ahead 
taxiing on the runway. After about 20 
minutes I felt safe, not sharp mind you, 
but safe. Taxiing back to Lenny’s office, 
renegotiating the alley way between 
buildings, I spun the -7 back around, in 
normal tailwheel pilot fashion. I brought 
it to its original starting point, all the 
while making it a point to turn in the 
direction away from the open hangar to 
keep from blowing everything away or 
filling the hangar with debris. Another 
“first” was on the way.
 After shutting down, Lenny and I 
debriefed the taxi experience. The first 
thing he mentioned was the phone calls 
he had gotten inquiring who was taxi-
ing his airplane, why were they riding 
the brakes, why were the seat belts 
not fastened and flapping on the side 
of the fuselage and who left the front 
cockpit door open? After all that, I was 

An Airplane’s Journey Home

ERAU’s past and present. Photo taken by Dr. Tim Brady.

Continued on next page
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just glad the owners of a pristine P-51 
Mustang who had pulled their plane out 
of the hangar and onto the taxiway did 
not call and accuse me of sandblasting 
his airplane! It really was all in jest, with 
possibly some truth to it, but it con-
firmed how well the closely-knit airport 
community at Spruce Creek looks out 
for one another, and how it is good to 
have such attentive neighbors. We then 
discussed the actual taxiing issues, 
reiterating what we had discussed in 
the pre-taxi and relating them to the 
reality of being in the plane. More than 
anything, there was more listening 
on my end to what Lenny wanted to 
emphasize than talking on my part, as 
I was winding down from it all. Sitting 
there relaxing, my senses came back to 
normal, and then he asked if 
I was ready to go flying. “Red 
Alert” went my senses as the 
“firsts” just keep coming.
 In contrast to taxiing the -7 
from the rear cockpit, I would 
fly it from the front. Ergonomi-
cally, the front seats of most 
WACOs are built for two, so 
it was quite spacious. The 
-7 also has a front door for 
easy entering and exiting. 
The cockpit was the same as 
the rear, except the magneto 
switch was not connected 
and there were no naviga-
tion or communication radios, 
normally standard fare in 
tandem seated airplanes. 
Generally most bi-wing air-
planes, due to weight and 
balance considerations, are flown solo 
from the rear seat, so this was a normal 
configuration. To communicate via the 
intercom system, required me to pull 
back a toggle type switch mounted on 
top of the stick, talk, then release when 
done. One of the first things I noticed 
was the lack of forward visibility. This 
was not surprising, as most tail drag-
ging airplanes have the same issue; 
however, due to the position of the top 
wing, the lack of peripheral vision was 
an issue as well. This was in contrast 
to my Stearman; even though there is 
restricted forward visibility, one still can 

pick up reference points peripherally. 
 After start-up, Lenny said he would 
taxi the -7, not because he did not think I 
could do it, but because it was easier to 
see. As we taxied out, he demonstrated 
the use of power to lead into and out of 
turns as opposed to use of the brakes 
(that generated calls from his neighbors 
regarding my taxiing skills). Before the 
run-up, Lenny pointed out the tailwheel 
locking mechanism located near my 
lower right side. Although I practiced 
locking and unlocking it, we left it in the 
unlocked position during the duration of 
the flight. Not understanding all I know, 
this seemed a bit different as I have 
flown the B75 model Stearman and the 
procedure was to lock the tailwheel in 
the straight position after aligning with 

the runway. Lenny completed the run-
up, told me he was adding some nose 
up trim, via a manual car window type 
crank. It was time to go-for the “first” 
time.
 As we lined up for takeoff I was ex-
pecting to follow Lenny on the controls 
as he guided the -7 into the air. It was a 
bit of a surprise when he came over the 
intercom and said it was my airplane. 
Not expecting to be in command, I 
quickly briefed that my normal proce-
dure was to put the stick full forward, 
add full power which would ultimately 
raise the tail, track the centerline and 

then liftoff. Tailwheel techniques vary, 
as some pilots takeoff from a three-
point position, others start in the three 
point, build up speed, then add some 
forward stick pressure raise the tail. 
Lenny concurred with by my choice of 
technique. So, off we went. After adding 
full power, the nose rose relatively quick 
and the limited vision concerns were 
short lived when I could see the runway 
centerline. Right rudder pressure was 
a little more than I was accustomed to 
and it took a lot initially but otherwise, 
it was a normal round engine bi-wing 
takeoff. Full power climb out was 1800 
rpm, climb speed was about 80 mph, 
-- all normal for a W670 engine. I 
climbed to 400 feet straight out, turned 
left crosswind, only having to release 

some rudder pressure to stay 
coordinated, then leveled out 
at 700 feet on the downwind 
leg. 
 Preparing to land, I used 
what I affectionately refer to 
as the dive, bank, and yank 
(dby) technique. It is not quite 
as dramatic as is sounds, but 
here is how it works. Abeam 
the touchdown point the rpm 
is reduced to 1200, I then 
lower the nose, and turn left 
base all the while maintain-
ing 70 mph. After turning 
left base, I roll out only long 
enough to make sure there is 
not another airplane on final, 
and then continue the turn to 
final. In the -7, I maintained 
70 to the point I would make 

the runway, then closed the throttle, 
flew down to the runway and waited 
for the airspeed to bleed off. I gradually 
began to raise the nose to begin the 
flare, hoping to run out of speed just 
above the runway. All that worked pretty 
will until I touched down. While in the 
flare and then touching down, losing my 
visual references caused me to over 
control with the rudders. I thought the 
plane was going in a direction it actually 
was not. As a result, I felt Lenny come 
to the rescue with large rudder inputs, 
all the while I heard the tires bark, then 
squeal under the pressure. After my 

Continued on next page

WACO ASO N7091 C.W. Dawson foreground, author in the rear 
cockpit getting ground and flight instruction. Photo taken by Dr. 
Tim Brady
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rescue, all Lenny commented on was 
carrying the power a little longer and the 
use, or lack of use, of the rudder.
 Landing number two was just a little 
better than the first. The directional 
control after touchdown was still not 
under control. With each landing there-
after, I began to get a better feel for the 
transition to the flare, touching down 
slower, and tracking true down the 
runway instead of veering to one side 
or the other. It really became a matter 
of feel and sensing whether or not the 
airplane was drifting. The rudder inputs 
became smaller to one side or the other 
and I could actually anticipate where 
the plane was going. After a couple real 
good landings, it was probably a lack of 
control inputs that made the landings 
and rollouts as good as they were -- a 
classic reaction or over reaction sce-
nario. 
 After landing number seven I was 
feeling good and the landings showed 
it. I then asked Lenny to show me how 
it was done, but told him I would be 
holding up my hands to show everyone 
it was not me if he bounced one in. 
Just like his deft touch on the ground, 
Lenny handled the -7 the same in the 
air. During one of the circuits, as Lenny 
reported our position, a pilot acknowl-
edged the Wacko in the pattern. I told 
Lenny people are wacko, the plane was 
as WACO, to which he added Waco is 
a city in Texas. Lenny made three land-
ings, including a wheel landing as he 
touched down on the two front wheels 
instead of on all three. After the third, 
we taxied to his hangar.
 Like the taxiing, we debriefed the 
flight. We went over the first couple 
of landings and the resultant control 
issues. He then made a comment 
that pretty much summed up my first 
WACO flight experience. As the ap-
proaches and landings continued, he 
said he could feel I was feeling more 
comfortable and that was exactly how 
it was. The anxiety associated with a 
new airplane and landing it on a hard 
runway (did I mention I normally land 
my Stearman in the grass?) became 
less as we continued to fly. The new-
ness wore off, the airplane did what I 

told it instead of the other way around, 
and I felt more like the pilot instead of 
a passenger. As we flew, my senses 
came off “Red Alert,” but were still 
sensitive to the newness of the experi-
ence, helping me meet the challenge. 
Lenny had captured the essence of the 
experience. 
 We, or at least me, then relaxed 
and talked. To get in touch with me in 
the future, as I did not have an ERAU 
business card, I gave him one indicat-
ing I was an attorney, and the ribbing 
began. I joked he had really liked me up 
to that point and now our relationship 
had drastically changed. We both knew 
it was all in good fun. The last item we 
discussed, or at least I tried to, was my 
attempting to pay for the expenses as-
sociated with the flight. I offered to pay 
for the plane, gas, or even buy lunch, 
but Lenny would have no part of it. Even 
playing on what a service he had done 
for not only me, but also the University, 
he still would not budge. All he said was 
he was happy to help. Lenny is one of 
aviation’s good guys. Although flying 
the -7 was gratifying, the biggest “first” 
was yet to come.
 With the WACO experience behind 
me, I contacted Jeff to let him know I 
was safe, to fly the WACO ASO and 
ready to go to Indiantown. With an 
exchange of e-mails it was decided Dr. 
Brady and I would meet in the ERAU 
flight operations department at 0730 
to go pick up the plane. The morning 
of Thursday, July 27, 2009 was abso-
lutely beautiful. The only clouds were 
off shore and appeared to be remnants 
of the late afternoon and evening 
thunderstorms of the night before. The 
winds were light from a southwesterly 
direction. The only issue would be the 
possibility of afternoon thunderstorms, 
which were happening on a daily ba-
sis. I met Dr. Brady in the operations 
building and as we waited for our pilot 
we discussed my -7 flight training, and 
Lenny’s generous and trusting person-
ality. 
 Just before 0800 our pilot, Folaju 
Desalu, introduced himself. Ivan Gura, 
acting as Flight Department Chair in 
the absence of Frank who was on 

vacation, had made the arrangements 
for Folaju, an ERAU flight instructor, 
to fly us down and had reserved the 
plane-just another example of putting 
all the details together. We entered the 
flight line, which is only accomplished 
with a secured ramp card. Even as a 
professor I cannot get in without an 
approved escort, part ERAU rules, part 
Transportation Security Administration 
regulations. As Folaju had already 
performed the pre-flight of N496ER, 
a C-172S, all we had to do was climb 
aboard and strap in. All University air-
craft have ER as part of their tail num-
ber for obvious reasons. It is interesting 
to hear approach or the tower say you 
have company traffic at your so and so 
position. Dr. Brady suggested I sit in the 
co-pilot seat to familiarize myself with 
the route and he would sit in the back. 
Prior to start-up, Folaju did a thorough 
passenger brief, informing us of use of 
the seatbelts, exits, fire extinguisher, air 
vents, advising him of other traffic. He 
even briefed water survival gear should 
its use be necessary. It was a testament 
to the standard he had been trained 
to by the University and an excellent 
example of his professionalism.
 As this was my “first” time in one of 
our glass 172s, I watched the G1000 
come to life after Folaju completed the 
pre-start check and started the engine. 
Interestingly, the 172 starts just like 
my C-177 with the mixture in the lean 
position. It took me a couple minutes of 
starring at the panel to locate all the in-
formation I am used to seeing displayed 
by round gauges. Even after seeing it, 
I am still not sure I know how the radio 
frequencies and transponder code is 
dialed in. I do know Folaju knew exactly 
how it was done and did it as second 
nature. With the navigation information 
in front of me, we always knew our posi-
tion on the ramp via being able to see 
our N number on the airport diagram. 
After listening to the Automatic Terminal 
Information System (ATIS), contacting 
clearance delivery and ground control, 
we were ready to taxi to the active 
runway. 
 After completing the run-up and veri-
fying X58 as our destination and asking 

Continued on next page
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for an on course heading, 
we were cleared for takeoff 
on 25L. As Folaju had flown 
the inspection team down a 
couple days earlier, he was 
familiar with our destination 
and told us he would be 
doing a soft field takeoff to 
practice, which he executed 
flawlessly. As we climbed 
out and turned south, the air 
was smooth all the way to our 
cruise altitude of 5,500. Lev-
eling off, the visibility was at 
least fifteen miles. I was still 
mesmerized by all the stuff 
going on with the electronic 
gadgets as the pages on 
the navigation screen were 
changed to reveal how many 
satellites we were receiving and their 
signal strength. As all the ERAU aircraft 
have Automatic Dependant Surveil-
lance Broadcast (ADS-B) capability, 
we could see our own N-numbers and 
other traffic and their altitudes depicting 
either plus or minus signs in relation to 
our own altitude. In one trip I would be 
going from the all the gadgets to the 
bare necessities. Aviation offers a great 
range of technological opportunities.
 Cruising at just over 100 knots it took 
us about an hour and fifteen minutes to 
get to Indiantown. Folaju saw the airport 
a little more than ten miles out and set 
up for a straight in final to runway 13, 
transmitting our position every couple 
miles. We softly touched down to a 
perfect soft field landing, running out of 
airspeed and altitude right at the same 
time. It took some power to taxi as the 
grass was wet and in some places we 
went through some small puddles of 
standing water. We literally taxied right to 
the front of the hangar, coming to a stop 
on the concrete pad entrance not fifteen 
feet from the soon to be ERAU ASO. 
 Thereafter, I met C.W. Dawson. 
He is, as they say, eighty-three years 
young. Just days before, I had spoken 
to him by phone and he related how 
he had injured himself putting new hur-
ricane resistant doors on his hangar, a 
formidable job for anyone of any age. 
Besides the ASO, he owns a 1945 

D17S Staggerwing Beech and a 1941 
UPF-7, both prominently displayed in 
his hangar. In our phone conversation, 
he had treated me like he had known 
me forever and now in person, he 
continued to do so. He is another of 
aviation’s “good guys.”
 While Dr. Brady and C.W. transacted 
the purchase, I inspected the ASO. My 
first impression was that it was a little 
smaller and lighter than the Stearman 
and the -7 it was sitting next two. Also, 
the main gear was not as wide apart 
as either airplane and it did not sit off 
the ground as high. It had four smaller 
ailerons as opposed to the two larger 
ones on the Stearman and it took a 
little more force to move them. Looking 
in the cockpit, the first thing I noticed 
was a T-handle bar I assumed to be a 
height adjustment for the seat. Actually, 
it was the trim mechanism that moved 
the horizontal stabilizer, which was 
another “first” for me.
 Except for the anxiety of flying an 
airplane for the first time, sitting in the 
cockpit looking at the basic flight instru-
ments, felt right. Although there was 
no navigation equipment, there was a 
radio and mode C transponder. As op-
posed to the -7, the rudder pedals were 
Stearman style, except that there was 
no forward/aft adjustment option. 
 With the purchase complete C.W. 
gave me my “flight instruction.” He said 

it would handle much like 
what I was accustomed to 
except the touchdown speed 
would be only about 40 mph. 
Although 40 seemed a bit 
low I took his word for it. To 
get it to that point I told him 
my normal procedure would 
be to approach about 70, fly 
it down to the runway hold it 
off, then gradually raise the 
nose. Except for the 70 being 
a little too fast, C.W. agreed. 
At this point all that was left 
to do was start it up, which 
we did in normal round motor 
fashion and off I went. 
 Being on grass slows ev-
erything down. It took power 
to taxi and make sharp turns 

in the wet grass. I did high speed taxi-
ing and found directional control was 
easier to maintain than expected; I 
attributed it to being on grass. It was 
now time to fly. 
 Back taxiing, then turning around, I 
aligned the ASO, adjusted the trim for a 
little nose up attitude, and added power. 
The first thing I notice was how fast the 
tail came up. Staying aligned was not 
an issue and then I lifted off. Climbing 
out at 80 mph, my senses, along with 
the airplane performance, confirmed 
everything was as it should be. Using 
with my normal approach and landing 
dby procedure, the first landing was re-
ally good and slow, just like C.W. said it 
would be. I really wanted to take credit 
for it, but decided it was beginner’s luck. 
So, off I went again, same everything 
and the second landing was actually 
better than the first. When the last land-
ing was at least as good as the other 
two, I was satisfied and considered 
myself safe. I then taxied to the gas 
pump and debriefed with C.W.
 After gassing the plane, we said our 
goodbyes to C.W. and his wife Nancy. 
There were handshakes all around as 
some of the airport tenants assembled 
for the ASO’s departure. Somehow it 
was mentioned I was an attorney and 
the good natured ribbing, much like 
I got from Lenny, started up again. It 
never fails! 

Preparing for departure to Daytona Beach.
Photo by Dr. Tim Brady

Continued on next page
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 Putting on and plugging in my cloth 
helmet with my David Clark headset 
built in, I fired up, which was a bit pre-
mature as I forgot to plug in the push 
to talk switch and had to shut down on 
the runway to do it before I took off. 
After takeoff, I climbed to fifty feet, let 
the plane accelerate and flew down the 
runway so C.W., Nancy, and his friends 
could have one last look. Reaching 
the end of the runway I pitched up and 
turned north. Later I learned C.W. asked 
Dr. Brady if he could buy it back.11

 Getting my sectional out of the origi-
nal map box, conveniently located on 
my right side beside the seat, the old 
fashioned navigation began. Leveling 
off at 2,500 feet, I went to adjust the 
trim only to find the T-handle would not 
move. I then remembered C.W. told me 
during my checkout that sometimes too 
much wind over the stabilizer would not 
allow the handle to turn. At this point my 
options were to slow down and try to 
move it or just hold forward pressure. I 
knew everything was running good, so 
I chose option two, proscribing to the 
devil you know verses the devil you 
do not philosophy. Other than the trim 
issue, the flight was beautiful. I stayed 
west of I-95, avoided or flew over con-
trolled airspace, and just enjoyed the 
moment. 
 Knowing eventually I would have 
to talk on the radio, I dialed in some 
frequencies and listened. Between the 
wind and the engine noise, hearing in 
an open cockpit environment is a chal-
lenge. Either the voices were garbled 
or not loud enough and I experienced 
both. Approaching Titusville, it was time 
to speak to Orlando approach. To do so 
I had to lower my head, cup my hand 
over the microphone, and talk loud and 
slow. Even though I had to ask them to 
repeat themselves a couple of times, 
the communications were acceptable, 
especially when they asked if I was 
familiar with the restricted area associ-
ated with Cape Canaveral.

 After listening to the DAB ATIS 
twice and just west of Massey Ranch, 
I contacted Daytona Approach advis-
ing them of my intention to land. After 
dialing in the appropriate transponder 
code, I was advised of radar contact 
and told to expect 25R, which I con-
firmed. However, just a minute later 
that changed to 25L. Wanting 25R 
just for the width but not so much for 
its length, I asked for it and got it, but 
would require a turn east and flight 
over the beach. Confirming it was all 
right to fly over the New Smyrna Beach 
airport, I turned east. Approaching the 
centerline of runway 25L I asked for a 
lower altitude and was told there was 
traffic off my left for the airport and a 
banner-towing airplane under me. They 
also told me to turn to a heading of 050, 
taking me over the ocean. Fortunately, 
that turn lasted less than a minute and 
I was cleared to the airport and told to 
contact the tower. After checking in, I 
asked for a wind check and began my 
descent from sixteen hundred feet. 
 Slowing to 70 mph, I continued the 
approach and even on an extended 
final the forward visibility was good. 
Over the inland waterway I asked for 
and got another wind check, 170 de-
grees at 6. Realizing asking for another 
wind check may be inevitable; the tower 
gave me an unsolicited one about a 
quarter mile out. The resulting landing 
and rollout was as uneventful as those 
I had practiced in Indiantown, and I was 
grateful. 
 Taxiing to the ERAU maintenance 
hangar was relaxing. The flight had 
been fun and personally gratifying, 
even with the newness associated with 
the airplane, my anxiety, the noise, the 
communication issues, my decision 
not to try to adjust the trim, and land-
ing on the concrete. Arriving at the 
maintenance hangar and pulling back 
the mixture the propeller slowed then 
stopped. Turning off the radio, tran-
sponder, associated electrical switches, 

and ultimately the magneto switch 
completed the shutdown. The main-
tenance folks came out of the hangar 
to see ERAU’s newest star and it was 
clearly not me. As most round motor 
pilots know, a flight is not over until the 
airplane is wiped clean of oil. So, my 
final task associated with delivery of the 
plane was wiping oil off the wings and 
fuselage. 
 Seeing the plane in front of our 
hangar put the whole experience in 
perspective as WACO ASO, N7091 
was back at its “first” home and let me 
come along to enjoy some “firsts” of my 
own.
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Professor at Embry-Riddle Aeronautical 
University in Daytona Beach, Florida 
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Professional Aeronautics from Embry-
Riddle Aeronautical University and a 
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Endnotes:
1 Craft, Stephen G. Embry-Riddle and Ameri-
can Aviation, accessed on August 3, 2009 from 
http://www.erau.edu/er/heritage/er_story.html 
see link Embry-Riddle and American Aviation. 
2 Id.
3 History of the WACO Aircraft Company, ac-
cessed on August 3, 2009 from http://www.
wacoairmuseum.org/history/history.htm
4 Id.
5 Id.
6 Personal Interview, Jeff Davis conducted on 
August 6, 2009.
7 Id.
8 Id.
9 EAA Chapter 288, Membership Roster web-
site accessed on August 5, 2009 from http://www.
eaa288.org/cgi-bin/p/awtp-broker.cgi?d=eaa-
chapter-288&id=607 
10 EAA Chapter 288 website, accessed on Au-
gust 5, 2009 from http://www.eaa288.org/cgi-bin/
p/awtp-pa.cgi?d=eaa-chapter-288&type=163 
11 Supra see Note 6.
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Aviation Law Committee Sponsors Aviation 
Law Board Certification Review Course

By S.V.(Steve) Dedmon

Participants in 
Board Certification 
Course hosted by 
the Aviation Law 
Bar Committee at 
the Grand Cypress 
Villas in Orlando. 
Photo by Dan An-
derson. 

On January 9, 2010 The 
Florida Bar Aviation Law 

Committee held a certification 
review course at the Grand 
Cypress Villas in Orlando, FL. 
Following the Embry-Riddle 
Aeronautical University’s 
Aviation Law and Insurance 
Symposium, the course was 
provided for those preparing 
to take the Board Certification 
Exam in Aviation Law and as 
a refresher for those practic-
ing or interested in aviation 
law. The Florida Bar awarded 

seven hours of CLE credit, so it was well worth the time from 
an educational and collegial perspective.
 The course included presentations by members of the 
committee covering such topics as litigation, enforcement, 
international conventions and treaties, airports and land 
use, aircraft records and registration, airline operations and 
space law. The review was well attended from practitioners 
around the state, and was instructive and a wise investment 
of one’s time to learn from and be around some of the best 
legal aviation minds in the state.
 Don Maciejewski presented the first topic, Litigation. He 
covered various issues pertaining to bringing cases under 
the Federal Torts Claim Act, Death on the High Seas Act and 
the Florida Wrongful Death Act. These issues included the 
applicable statute of limitations, administrative requirements 
prior to bringing the case to the appropriate court, specific 
damages that can be claimed as related to each Act, and 
attorney fees that are/are not recoverable.
 The next presenter was Pat Phillips who discussed 
Airline Operations and Enforcement Actions. Part of the 
information related to operations was to insurance coverage 
and the need for a causal relationship between statements 
relating to coverage in the policy and the cause of the acci-
dent to affirm or deny coverage. Pertaining to enforcement, 
the presentation revolved around the procedural require-
ments, a possible 709 check ride, and ultimately, attorney 
fees should one prevail.
 Tim Ravich then discussed International Conventions 
and Treaties. This presentation focused on the who, what, 
when and where of bringing causes of action under the 
Warsaw and Montreal Conventions. As such, defining an 
accident, jurisdiction, statute of limitations, limitations on li-
ability, punitive damages and analyzing whether the incident 
was pre or post 2003 were areas of emphasis.
 Airport Operations and Land Use presented by Jeff 
Ludwig was the next topic. The first issue was the enormity 
of § 51906 b. After the initial shock wore off, the presenta-

tion was an overview of discriminatory and exclusive use 
provisions for those operating on federally funded airports. 
There was a procedural overview as well as specifics rec-
ognizing identifying how federal funds are used, thus the 
ability to bring an action based on discriminatory behavior 
of an airport authority.
 Pulling double duty, Bruce Green taught Aircraft Finance 
and Recording and Registration. International registration un-
der the Cape Town Convention and the e-filling procedures, 
then the filing of the appropriate FAA forms. Additionally, re-
possession, lis pendens actions, filing mechanics liens includ-
ing filing in the county and with the FAA and trust ownership 
of aircraft was presented. All these were the ethical issues 
associated with fraud/falsification, dishonesty in the trans-
actions and misappropriating funds. The negative results of 
losing to a subsequent buyer either an airplane, engine, or 
avionics not specifically registered was emphasized.
 Presenter Stuart Goldstein, first clarified the course 
had a name change early in its inception as it was origi-
nally labor law, but was now called Airline Operations. At 
the center of the discussion was the Railroad Labor Act of 
1936 and its relationship to the procedural requirements 
for settling labor disputes in the aviation industry. Besides 
the procedural requirements, specifics on such issues as 
major/minor disputes, self help provisions, and the Federal 
Airline Whistle Blower Act were examined.
 Jerry Trachtman took us to the final frontier as his 
presentation was on Space Law. The major areas of con-
versation revolved around the Convention on International 
Liability for Damage, Treaty on Principles Governing the Ac-
tivities of States in the Exploration and Use of Outer Space, 
the National Aeronautics and Space Act, Commercial Space 
Launch Act and CFRs implementing Commercial Space 
Launch Act. The emphasis being liability, pilot certification, 
licensing, colonizing celestial bodies, and collaboration of 
countries in international accidents.
 The time spent reviewing the material was in depth and 
informative. The presenters were well prepared and versed 
in their subject. Whether the time was spent for initial expo-
sure to aviation issues, in preparation Board Certification, 

or as a refresher 
it was time well 
spent.

Stuart Goldstein discusses Airline 
Operations. Photo by Dan Ander-
son.
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Equipment Requirements for 
VFR Contract Towers
 The Federal Aviation Administration 
has in place a minimum equipment list 
for Federal contract towers. A copy of 
the list is attached as Attachment “B.” 
 An important piece of equipment in 
many VFR Contract Towers is a device 
known as a Terminal Radar Display. 
This display repeats information off an 
associated FAA radar facility, and has 
the potential to assist VFR Tower con-
trollers in determining and confirming 
aircraft positions. In a safety recom-
mendation dated April 27, 2001. The 
National Transportation Safety Board 
recommended that terminal radar 
displays be installed at all VFR Towers 
where radar coverage exists at pattern 
altitude. As explained later in this paper, 
the tower radar display is very often 
an issue in litigation involving contract 
tower operators.

Operational Procedures
 In most instances the FAA provides 
and maintains the tower equipment, 
with the contractor providing the per-
sonnel to operate it. 
 The FAA holds contract towers to 
the same standards as FAA-Operated 
Towers, and they receive the same 
level of oversight from the FAA. Control-
lers training programs and operational 
requirements at contract towers are 
the same as FAA-Operated Towers. 
The FAA determines staffing levels for 
contract towers. In addition, contract 
operators utilize the paperwork, forms 
and reporting protocols established for 
FAA-Operated Towers. A pilot operat-
ing within the system generally has 
no way of knowing whether they are 
dealing with an FAA Operated Tower 
or a contract tower. 

Subcontract Towers
 In 1999, the FAA allowed at least one 
of its contractors to subcontract the op-
eration of towers. As a result, as many 
as 25 towers have been subcontracted 
to other operators. The rules remain the 
same, and FAA oversight remains as 
stringent as for contract operators. 

Qualifications of Contract 
Tower Personnel
 The U.S. Contract Tower Association 
(USCTA), an affiliated organization of 
the American Association of Airport Ex-
ecutives (AAAE) reports that virtually all 
(99 plus %) of the FAA Contract Tower 
controllers are former FAA or U.S. 
Military controllers. It is reported that a 
majority of these controllers have an av-
erage experience level in excess of 20 
years. USCTA claims that the services 
their members provide are comparable 
to the quality and safety of FAA-Oper-
ated Towers. In some publications they 
claim their operational error/deviation 
rate is five times better than the rate 
that FAA-Staffed VFR Towers. 

Overview of Litigation 
Involving FAA Contract 
Towers
 Suits against the United States of 
America for alleged negligence of the 
Federal Aviation Administration must be 
brought under the Federal Tort Claims 
Act. This involves an administrative 
claims process, a 25% cap on attorney’s 
fees and no right to a trial by jury. Fed-
eral Court is the exclusive jurisdiction 
of such actions, although State law is 
utilized to define entitlement to most 
elements of damage and many aspects 
of liability. A suit against a contract tower 
operator has no such restrictions, and 
they may be sued in State or Federal 
court as any other U.S. corporation. 

Insurance
 A policy of liability insurance is pro-
vided for each contract tower operator. 
The policy· limits elected under these 
policies are extremely low, and clearly 
are inadequate to cover the damages 
resulting from a multiple fatality crash. 

Discovery in some recent litigation has 
revealed that contract operators do not 
carry excess or umbrella coverage, 
they have no assets other than the con-
tracts themselves, and these contract 
are nonassignable. 

Are Contract Tower 
Operators Performing 
Inherently Governmental 
Functions?
 Given the relatively limited resources 
of contract tower operators, there have 
been numerous attempts to hold the 
United States of America and the Fed-
eral Aviation Administration liable for 
the alleged negligent acts of its contrac-
tors. Plaintiffs have attempted to argue 
that the operation of a contract tower is 
heavily regulated and controlled by the 
United States through the FAA. They 
further argue that the contractual ob-
ligations directly affect the day-to-day 
operations and insure strict compli-
ance with FAA regulations and orders, 
including FAA control over personnel 
decisions and finances. Plaintiffs also 
argue that the overall provisions of the 
contract between the FAA and a tower 
operator clearly establish the authority 
of the FAA to control the physical con-
duct of the operator. 
 The courts have rejected the argu-
ment that a contract tower operator 
is actually an employee of the FAA. 
Alinsky v. United States, 415 F.3rd 639 
(7th Circuit 2005) begins with the as-
sumption that a contractor of the United 
States is specifically excluded as “an 
employee of any federal agency”. The 
Alinsky court found that a contract 
tower operator having day-to-day 
management duties of its operation 
was an independent contractor and 
its controllers were not government 
employees. Alinsky involved a midair 
collision between two aircraft within the 
airspace of Chicago Meigs Field. A key 
finding of the court was that an alleged 
delay in the response of the FAA to a 
request by the contractor for additional 
training and staffing did not make the 
FAA vicariously liable for the alleged 
negligent acts of its contractor. 
 Likewise, in Collins v. United States, 
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2000 WL 2893630 (NO ILL. September 
27, 2007), the court again declined 
to find that contract tower controllers 
are employees of the Federal Aviation 
Administration. Collins was a midair 
collision occurring in the traffic pattern 
of Waukegan Regional Airport, killing 
three persons. The case received a 
tremendous amount of publicity due to 
one of the victims being Robert Collins, 
a popular radio announcer with WGN 
Radio in Chicago. 
 In Collins, arguments were made 
that the contract tower was run in es-
sentially the same manner, with the 
same oversight, support and guidance 
as an FAA tower. Again the court re-
jected plaintiff’s contention that this 
demonstrated day-to-day control by 
the FAA and again rejected plaintiff’s 
argument that the contract operator 
and its employees were performing a 
governmental function. 
 For the time being, it would ap-
pear that contract tower operators 
are independent contractors, and that 
the United States of America and the 
Federal Aviation Administration cannot 
be held vicariously liable for the alleged 
negligence of the contract operator’s 
employees.  Nonetheless, most 
contract towers are operated in concert 
with nearby FAA operated radar ap-
proach control facilities. In cases involv-
ing accidents that occur during the final 
phase of an instrument approach, it is 
likely that both the FAA and a contract 
tower operator will have been in com-
munication with the accident aircraft. 
In those instances, both the FAA and 
the contract operator are likely co-de-
fendants to an action seeking damages 
for air traffic control negligence. 

Defense of a Contract Tower 
Operator
 Anyone representing a contract tow-
er operator should ideally be involved 
with the operator prior to the occurrence 
of any event that might lead to litiga-
tion. It is important for contract tower 
operators to have a quick response 
team to deal with accidents and inci-
dents that invariably occur. In addition, 
a contract tower operator should brief 

its employees, in advance, on what is 
expected of them following an accident 
or incident. 
 While the FAA provides significant 
oversight of a contract tower operator’s 
compliance with all rules and regula-
tions, it is a good idea for a contract 
operator to have a risk manager whose 
job includes making absolutely cer-
tain that all required paperwork and 
archived data is properly stored and 
filed. Risk management duties should 
also including making certain that con-
tract tower controllers are not providing 
additional services that are not autho-
rized. An example would be controllers 
who use laptop computers or cable TV 
connections to obtain weather radar 
data and other weather products and 
disseminate this information to pilots.

Procedures Following an 
Accident
 Immediately following an accident or 
incident any controller having contact 
with the accident aircraft will be asked 
to make a personnel statement. This is 
done on an official FAA form. A contract 
operator should make certain that their 
employee has the ability to listen to re-
cordings of all pertinent conversations 
prior to making this statement. If pos-
sible, legal counsel should be provided 

prior to making this written statement. 
The controller must understand that 
the statement must include enough 
detail to prevent accusations at trial 
that the controller’s memory is improv-
ing with age. The controller should also 
be advised that it is within their rights 
not to discuss the incident or accident 
with anyone other than their attorneys 
or official investigators. The controllers 
involved may also be required to submit 
to drug and alcohol testing following an 
accident. 
 It is crucial that a contract tower 
operator preserve all evidence related 
to the accident or incident that is con-
tained within the facility at the time 
of the accident. Controllers often use 
“scratch pads” as memory aids to as-
sist them in controlling aircraft. These 
scratch pads often contain information 
related to aircraft call signs, altitudes, 
active runways, etc. Although labor 
unions may view these scratch pads as 
the controller’s personal property, they 
are nonetheless evidence that must be 
preserved. A contract tower operator 
should not allow controllers to remove 
and/or destroy scratch pads following 
an incident or accident, but should care-
fully preserve them and turn them over 
to the accident investigators. 
 It is also a good practice to take a 
detailed set of photographs of the tower 
cab and facility immediately follow-
ing the incident or accident. Facilities 
undergo constant upgrades, and it is 
difficult for personnel to remember the 
exact configuration of the facility on 
the date of the accident or incident. An 
inspection of the facility by plaintiff’s 
experts may not take place until sev-
eral years after the accident, and it is 
important to be able to document the 
exact configuration at the time of the 
accident or incident. 
 Often the investigation into an aircraft 
accident involves the deployment, by 
the National Transportation Safety 
Board, of an air traffic control group. 
This group typically does not arrive at 
the facility until several days after the ac-
cident or incident, and will often conduct 
additional interviews with contract tower 
personnel. It is important that these 
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personnel have representation at these 
interviews, and that they have the right 
to review recorded communications and 
their personnel statement prior to the 
interview. The group chairman’s report 
will often contain summaries of these 
interviews, and it is important for the 
controller interviewed to review these 
summaries once they are published and 
protest, in writing, to any inaccuracies 
or misinterpretations. 
 Any controller who is likely to be a 
key witness in litigation stemming from 
an accident or incident should have 
access to counsel throughout the pro-
ceedings that follow. Counsel should 
advise each controller that they should 
not attempt to conduct their own inves-
tigation, talk to other witnesses or give 
statements to any private investigator. 
 It is important to impart the attorney-
client privilege on all internal commu-
nications that concern any accident or 
incident. It is highly recommended that 
any time company personnel or man-
agement discuss the accident or inci-
dent that they do so with their attorney 
present. A tower contractor should not 
conduct its own investigation into the 
cause of an accident or incident, and 
should under no circumstances discuss 
an accident or incident by a interoffice 
memo or e-mail. To summarize, the at-
torney-client privilege is still somewhat 
sacred, and there is no excuse for a 
contract tower operator to not utilize its 
protection in dealing with an accident 
or incident. 

Key Phases During Litigation
 As long as two years may elapse 
between an accident or incident and 
the filing of a lawsuit. All tower contrac-
tors are corporations and are served 
with a summons to respond to a law-
suit through their registered agent. 
The registered agent should have an 
immediate plan of action to transmit 
the paperwork to the insurance com-
pany representative for assignment of 
counsel. It is also crucial that a tower 
contractor maintain contact with any 
involved employees who may have 
retired, resigned or relocated during 
the intervening time. 
 Once the contract tower operator has 
retained representation, it is important 
that counsel immediately visit the facil-
ity involved and interview the personnel 
involved with the accident or incident. 
This should be done prior to filing a 
responsive pleading. Controllers are ini-
tially distrustful of attorneys they believe 
are being provided by their employer, 
and it is important to gradually build a 
rapport with the personnel who will pro-
vide crucial defense testimony. Counsel 
should keep in regular contact with these 
key witnesses and begin the process of 
preparing them for their deposition. 

Controller Depositions
 Perhaps the key phase of any air 
traffic control negligence case is the 
deposition of the controller involved. 
It is crucial to reserve several days to 

properly prepare the controller for his 
or her deposition. Keep in mind that 
the skills that enable one to become 
certified as air traffic controllers do 
not necessarily predispose a person 
to being a good courtroom witness. 
Controllers learn their living by giving 
directions, and it is often uncomfortable 
for them to be asked questions with a 
TV camera pointing at them. It is crucial 
to rehearse and practice the process 
with them. 
 Air traffic control witnesses who are 
not properly prepared for deposition of-
ten resort to making responses such as 
“I do not recall”, or “I do not understand 
the question.” A deposition full of these 
responses is often devastating at trial, 
when it is necessary for the controller to 
recall and understand. Nothing is more 
devastating to the defense of an air traf-
fic control case than a controller whose 
memory improves dramatically at trial. 
 The air traffic control manual, Order 
7110.65, regulates everything a con-
troller does. In deposition and at trial 
controllers often make the mistake of 
citing specific sections to stand for the 
proposition “its not my job to (_____)”. 
In light of the preamble to the air traffic 
control manual stating that the primary 
job of air traffic control is to separate 
aircraft, and the first priority duty being 
to issue safety alerts, it is never a cor-
rect answer for a controller to state “not 
my job.” A more credible defense will 
always involve recognizing that the pilot 
in command bears the primary respon-
sibility, and a controller’s responsibility 
is limited only by the amount of relevant 
information at their disposal that should 
be shared with the pilot. 
 Finally, it is crucial that any air traffic 
control witness wear proper attire to the 
video deposition. Often air traffic control 
negligence cases are presented solely 
through video testimony, and juries 
and judges expect controllers to look 
respectable.

The Tower Inspection
 Another crucial phase of the discov-
ery process is the inspection, by plain-
tiffs, of the facility. It is recommended 
that this be done pursuant to an agreed 
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upon court order, and that this order 
carefully define the ground rules for the 
inspection. These are secure facilities, 
currently operating under code “or-
ange”, and it is imperative that a list of 
attendees be submitted and approved 
well in advance of the inspection. The 
date and time of the inspection should 
be such that it does not interfere with 
periods of peak traffic. Still photography 
of the facility is generally allowed, but 
should never include photographs that 
reveal the identity of any individual 
controller. It is important that the order 
contain language making it clear that 
plaintiffs are not to question personnel 
during the inspection. The order should 
also set for the approximate duration of 
the inspection. 
 The defense should document 
the inspection with still photographs. 
While it may seem unnecessary to take 
photographs of people who are taking 
photographs, these can go a long way 
toward clearing up issues that may later 
arise over plaintiff’s trial exhibits.

Issues Regarding Tower 
Radars
 Many VFR towers are now equipped 
with terminal radar displays. Air traffic 
control towers are required to “establish 
the sequence of arriving and depart-
ing aircraft by requiring them to adjust 
flight or ground operation, as neces-
sary, to achieve proper spacing.” In 
a VFR tower, a controller commonly 
establishes this sequence by tracking 
the aircraft visually and using position 
reports made by pilots. A terminal ra-
dar display contains radar data from 
a nearby FAA radar approach control 
facility, and may be used by a VFR 
tower to aid controllers in determining 
and confirming aircraft positions. On 
April 27, 2001 the National Transpor-
tation Safety Board issued a safety 
recommendation that the FAA should 
install terminal radar displays at all VFR 
towers where radar coverage exists 
at traffic pattern altitude. The informa-
tion a controller could or should have 
obtained from such a terminal radar 
display is very often a key issue in a 
case involving alleged air traffic control 

negligence, particularly where a midair 
collision is involved. However, control-
lers insist these displays as nothing 
more than an extension of their eyes. 
Current litigation trends make it clear a 
controller is at least charged with con-
structive knowledge of any information 
contained on the terminal radar display 
that would make the issuance of a 
safety alert mandatory. This primarily 
involves scenarios where a traffic alert 
should be issued to assist in avoiding 
a midair collision, but also extends to 
collisions with terrain or obstructions. 
 Many terminal radar displays are 
equipped with the ability to sound a 
minimum safe altitude warning alert, and 
controller is required to pass that infor-
mation on to the pilot. The terminal radar 
display is also capable of displaying the 
mode C reported altitude of an aircraft, 
and it remains unclear if a controller is 
required to monitor an aircraft’s altitude 
during, for example, the final phases of 
an instrument approach during instru-
ment meteorological conditions. 
 To summarize, the use of tower radar 
displays in VFR towers is an issue that 
will continue to be addressed by the 
courts. While it is clear that VFR tower 
operators are not allowed to use the 
display to radar vector and identify air-
craft, it is an emerging trend to charge 
them with the responsibility of sharing 
with a pilot any safety related informa-
tion that may be reasonably derived 
from the display.

Trial of an Air Traffic 
Negligence Case Involving 
the Contract Tower Operator
 A plaintiff suing a contract tower 
operator is entitled to a trial by jury. 
In a case where the United States of 
America is a co-defendant, it is likely 
that jury would serve in an advisory 
capacity to the Federal District Court 
Judge hearing the case against the 
United States of America. Jurors have 
many preconceived notions about how 
air traffic controllers should look and 
act, and these should be addressed 
during jury selection. 
 Jurors often perceive controllers as 
overworked and highly stressed indi-
viduals, based on nightly news reports 
of a failing air traffic control system. Hol-
lywood also contributes to a potential 
juror’s impression of an air traffic con-
troller. Many potential jurors will believe 
an air traffic controller should look like 
the well-dressed individuals with short 
hair as portrayed in the original Airport 
movie. Others will have the impression 
that they are the troubled individuals 
with extremely complex personal lives 
from the movie Pushing Tin. Some 
may even view the typical controller as 
related to the zany ATC specialists in 
the movie Airplane. 
 Jurors will definitely not understand 
that the pilot in command is the pri-
mary authority to insure that the flight 
is conducted safely. Jurors are mislead 
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by the use of the title “controllers,” and 
are inclined to assume ATC “controls 
the airplane”. It is important to establish 
early on that a controller is more of an 
advisor, one who issues clearances 
that may be refused by the pilot, and 
that the pilot is in command. This is 
perhaps the most difficult aspect of 
providing a successful defense in an 
air traffic control negligence case. 
 The facts in an air traffic control case 
are generally not in dispute. Most aspects 
of the flight in question will have been 
carefully recorded and documented, as 
will the aftermath. The trial will likely con-
centrate on duties and responsibilities, as 
defined by expert witnesses. 
 The typical air traffic control case will 
include experts in air traffic control, pilot 
performance, radar track analysis and 
meteorology. Jurors want to be enter-
tained, and you may want to consider a 
reconstruction that is at least up to the 
standards of their child’s latest video 
game system. 
 Overcoming sympathy is difficult if 
not impossible when the courtroom is 
packed with widows or orphans. For 
this reason alone, the defense of air 
traffic control cases will remain a chal-
lenging endeavor. 
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“GARA”—
The General Aviation 

Revitalization Act of 1994
By Timothy M. Ravich

On November 19, 2009, automobile 
industry executives appeared 

before Congress to request taxpayer 
bailout money to survive the worst 
economic crises since the Great De-
pression. Problem is they flew to Wash-
ington, D.C. in corporate jets, drawing 
the ire of politicians and citizens alike 
by perpetuating the perception that 
equates general aviation with wealth 
and luxury. In fact, general aviation 
serves basic missions such as medical 
evacuation and service to small com-
munities. Indeed, the National Business 
Aviation Association argues that gen-
eral aviation airplanes are not reserved 
for corporate executives, but that “[t]he 
vast majority of the passengers who fly 
on a business airplane are salespeople, 
engineers, technicians, and other mid-
level employees.” This article surveys 
the federal liability law— the General 
Aviation and Revitalization Act of 1994 
(“GARA”)— applicable to this important 
aviation sector.

History
 In the mid-1990s Congress was 
deeply concerned about staggering 
product liability costs that United 
States manufacturers of general avia-
tion aircraft confronted. Lawmakers 

believed that manufacturers were 
being “driven to the wall,” among 
other things, because of the long tail 
of liability attached to those aircraft, 
which could be used for decades 
after they were first manufactured 
and sold. See H.R.Rep. No. 103-525, 
pt. I, at 1-4 (1994), reprinted in 1994 
U.S.C.C.A.N. 1638, 1638-41. In other 
words, general aviation manufactur-
ers could be sued today for airplanes 
made many, many years ago. Accord-
ingly, Congress enacted GARA, which 
formally is a federal statute of repose 
that prescribes an 18-year limitation on 
claims against general aviation aircraft 
manufacturers of any new component, 
system, subassembly, or other part of 
the aircraft, from the time of the first 
delivery of the airplane, with certain 
exceptions discussed below. 
 GARA, which is officially known as 
the General Aviation Revitalization 
Act of 1994, 49 U.S.C. § 40101 note, 
Pub. L. 103-298, is a federal statute of 
repose that prohibits lawsuits against 
aircraft manufacturers arising out of 
accidents involving any general avia-
tion aircraft or component part that is 
more than 18 years old. GARA was 
implemented to rejuvenate the general 
aviation market in light of litigation 
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costs arising from product liability law-
suits. In considering GARA legislation, 
the United States Senate noted that 
“[t]he rationale for this time limitation 
is that general aviation manufacturers 
should not be exposed to liability for 
harm caused by their products for an 
unlimited period of time … Accidents 
involving general aviation aircraft 
which have been in use, for example, 
25 years or more, are not likely to be 
due to any defect in the design or 
manufacture of the product because 
the product has operated safely for a 
long period of time.” S. Rep. No. 202, 
103d Cong. 1st Sess. (1993).

Application
 GARA’s 18-year limitation applies to 
all civil actions for death or injury, or 
damage to property, relating to general 
aviation aircraft and their component 
parts. Broadly, GARA defines general 
aviation aircraft as all aircraft holding 
a valid Federal Aviation Administration 
type or airworthiness certificate, carrying 
fewer than twenty people, and not en-
gaged in passenger carrying operations 
at the time of the accident. E.g., Lucia 
v. Teledyne Continental Motors, 173 F. 
Supp. 2d 1253, 1269 (S.D. Ala. 2001).
 GARA specifically provides that 

[N]o civil action for damages for death 
or injury to persons or damage to 
property arising out of an accident in-
volving a general aviation aircraft may 
be brought against the manufacturer 
of the aircraft or the manufacturer of 
any new component, system, subas-
sembly, or other part of the aircraft, 
in its capacity as a manufacturer if 
the accident occurred - after the ap-
plicable limitation period beginning on 
[t]he date of delivery of the aircraft to 
its first purchaser or lessee, if deliv-
ered directly from the manufacturer; or 
[t]he date of first delivery of the aircraft 
to a person engaged in the business 
of selling or leasing such aircraft …

49 U.S.C. § 40101 note, Sections 
2(a), (a)(1) and 3(3). Counsel should 
recognize that while GARA eliminates 
certain claims against aircraft and com-
ponent manufacturers, it does not cre-
ate a cause of action. E.g., Alter v. Bell 
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Helicopter Textron, Inc., 944 F. Supp. 
531 (S.D. Tex. 1996) (GARA applies to 
accidents occurring in foreign countries 
as well as to those in America).
 GARA does not run from the date on 
which an injury occurs; there will be a 
statute of limitations that runs from that 
date. Rather, GARA runs from the time 
of a manufacturer’s first delivery of an 
aircraft, subject to certain exceptions 
detailed below. “Thus, if an accident oc-
curs one day before the GARA period 
runs, an action will be possible and will 
be governed by the usual statute of limi-
tations. If it occurs on the day after the 
GARA period runs, no action whatsoever 
is possible.” Lyon v. Agusta S.P.A., 252 
F.3d 1038, 1084 (9th Cir. 2001).
 As a “rolling” statute of repose, GA-
RA’s 18-year limitation period begins 
for each replacement part installed on 
an aircraft:

[No civil action may be brought] with 
respect to any new component, sys-
tem, subassembly, or other part which 
replaced another component, system, 
subassembly, or other part originally 
in, or which was added to, the aircraft, 
and which is alleged to have caused 
such death, injury, or damage, after 
the applicable limitation period begin-
ning on the date of completion of the 
replacement addition.

 49 U.S.C § 40101 note, Section 
2(a)(2). That said, it is critical that 
plaintiffs and defendants recognize 
that the replacement part(s) upon 
which a GARA product liability lawsuit 
is based must be the cause of the in-
juries alleged. Moreover, the limitation 
prescribed in GARA applies only to the 
replacement part and not the entire 
airplane.
 Best practices dictate that counsel 
also evaluates the terms “manufac-
turer” and “parts,” neither of which is 
defined under GARA. For example, an 
important issue under GARA is whether 
the definition of “manufacturer” extends 
beyond the original aircraft or part pro-
ducer to successor entities. That issue 
arose in a California state court deci-
sion in which an aircraft parts manufac-
turer that acquired a carburetor product 
line was considered the “manufacturer” 

of a 25-year-old carburetor that alleg-
edly caused the crash of a light aircraft 
because it took over all of the original 
manufacturer’s responsibilities for that 
product line. See Burroughs v. Preci-
sion Airmotive Corp., 78 Cal. App. 4th 
(2001). See also Mason v. Schweizer 
Aircraft Corp., 653 N.W.2d 543 (Iowa 
2002). Also, while GARA certainly ap-
plies to U.S. general aviation aircraft 
manufacturers, no authority or legisla-
tive history suggests that it does not 
also afford protection to foreign general 
aviation manufacturers. E.g., Lyon., 
252 F.3d at 1078 (Italy); Rickert v. 
Mitsubishi Heavy Indus., 923 F. Supp. 
1453 (D. Wyo. 1996) (Japan).
 The definition of “parts” also can be 
elusive under GARA, including whether 
an aircraft manual is a “part” of an air-
craft subject to GARA. For example, in 
Caldwell v. Enstrom Helicopter Corp., 
230 F.3d 1155, 1156 (9th Cir. 2000), 
a federal appellate reasoned that a 
revised aircraft’s manual is a “part” 
that falls within GARA’s rolling provi-
sion. The Caldwell court concluded 
that “a flight manual is an integral part 
of the general aviation product that a 
manufacturer sells. It is not a separate, 
general instruction guide (like a book 
on how to ski), but instead is detailed 
and particular to the aircraft to which it 
pertains. The manual is the ‘part’ of the 
aircraft that contains the instructions 
that are necessary to operate the air-
craft ….” While the Ninth Circuit Court 
of Appeals has concluded that a flight 
manual can be considered a part of 
the aircraft, “[a] revision to the manual 
does not implicate GARA’s rolling provi-
sion, however, unless the revised part 
‘is alleged to have caused [the] death, 
injury, or damage.’” Id. at 1158. See 
also Carolina Indus. Products, Inc. v. 
Learjet, Inc., 189 F. Supp. 2d 1147 (D. 
Kan. 2001). But see Alter, 944 F. Supp. 
at 538; Schamel v. Textron-Lycoming, 
1 F.3d 655 (7th Cir. 1993). 

Exceptions to GARA
 Best practices dictate that coun-
sel be aware of four circumstances 
in which GARA’s 18-year statute of 
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repose will not bar a claim against a 
general aviation manufacturer. 

• Misrepresentation. First, a claim-
ant will avoid GARA’s time-bar 
upon pleading and proving injuries 
causally related to a manufacturer’s 
knowing misrepresentation, conceal-
ment, or withholding of information 
that is material and relevant to the 
performance, maintenance, or op-
eration of an aircraft. 

• Medical or Emergency Treatment. 
Second, under the “air ambulance” 
exception, a “patient” will not be 
barred from bringing a claim for in-
juries sustained while the claimant 
was a passenger aboard an aircraft 
while receiving treatment for a medi-
cal or “other emergency.”

• Aboard the Aircraft. Third, GARA 
will not apply to claimants who were 
not aboard the aircraft at the time of 
the accident. For example, GARA 
does not apply to accidents resulting 
in injury or death to persons on the 
ground or aboard other aircraft in the 
event of a mid-air collision.

• Written Warranty. Fourth, courts 
will give effect to a written manu-
facturer’s warranty of a product for 
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a definite period of time beyond 18 
years from delivery.

Computing Time under GARA
 Presuming no exception applies, 
timing is critical under GARA. Indeed, 
as an initial procedural matter, counsel 
should be aware that GARA’s statute of 
repose has been applied to a complaint 
filed after the date of its enactment, 
even though the claims accrued prior 
to that date. E.g., Altseimer v. Bell He-
licopter Textron, Inc., 919 F. Supp. 340 
(E.D. Cal. 1996). This is so because 
GARA expressly states that it does 
not apply to civil actions “commenced” 
before the date of its enactment, and 
both federal and state law provide that 
a civil action is commenced by filing a 
complaint with a court. Id.
 More substantively, GARA’s 18-year 
period of repose begins to run when the 
aircraft in question is delivered to its first 
buyer. For example, GARA prevented 
survivors of a victim of a helicopter crash 
from recovering against the helicopter 
manufacturer under state law because 
28 years had passed between the ac-
cident and the delivery of the helicopter 
to the first purchaser and because the 
manufacturer did not design, manufac-

ture, sell, or install the engine or main 
fuel control unit that was in the helicopter 
at the time of the accident. See Bain ex 
rel. Bain v. Honeywell Int’l, Inc., 167 F. 
Supp. 2d 932 (E.D. Tex. 2001). 
 Counsel also should be aware that 
GARA begins to run when an aircraft is 
delivered to its first buyer, regardless 
of how the airplane is characterized. 
For example, GARA applies even if an 
aircraft is a “public” aircraft at the time 
of delivery and only later becomes a 
general aviation aircraft. E.g., Estate 
of Kenney v. Bell Helicopter Textron, 
Inc., 283 F.3d 1107 (9th Cir. 2002) 
(concluding that GARA began to run 
when a helicopter was first delivered to 
the Navy as a “public aircraft,” not years 
later when it became a general aviation 
aircraft when it was sold as military 
surplus and was first type-certified and 
received an airworthiness certificate).

Conclusion
 Current economic conditions have 
caused a nose-dive in the production 
of general aviation airplanes, but a 
brighter horizon is discernable, par-
ticularly as air taxi operations emerge 
as a serious alternative to commercial 
airliners. As such, the relevance of 
GARA remains as important as ever 
for owners, operators, manufacturers, 
insurers, and would-be claimants of 
general aviation. Indeed, a flexible and 
robust legal regime such as GARA, 
though not perfect, strikes an appropri-
ate balance between the promotion of 
aviation commerce and the protection 
of legitimate aviation accident victims.
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M.B.A. from Embry-Riddle Aeronautical 
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law degree cum laude. Comments are 
invited at travich@csclawfirm.com.

Legal Community
Can Assist in Haiti Relief

As Florida’s legal community, we have an opportunity to assist the peo-
ple of Haiti in their recovery and rebuilding efforts. The American Red 
Cross has set up an account to receive donations from all members of 
The Florida Bar directed to relief and development efforts in Haiti. Assis-
tance provided by the American Red Cross may include sending relief 
supplies, mobilizing relief workers and providing financial resources.

The Florida Bar International Law Section is leading this effort and is 
seeking the help and support of every Florida Bar member, section and 
voluntary bar association. 

To donate, please visit: http://american.redcross.org/floridabar-emp 

Any donation amount will help make a difference. The International Law 
Section is encouraging its members to donate the equivalent of one 
billable hour. Given our numbers, this effort by Florida’s legal profession 
can raise millions of dollars. Together, we have that power!
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